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INTRODUCTION
2019 was another busy year fighting the spread of invasives here in the beautiful Sea to Sky Region!
In 2019, we saw a mild increase in investment in invasive species management, with SSISC’s annual revenue
totalling approximately $433,000 – an increase of approximately 6% from the year previous. The SSISC Staff and
Board team worked hard to deliver on Year 4 of our 5-year Regional Strategy, and the programs and projects
listed in our 2019 Program Plan.
Over the last 12 months, it has really dawned on me, that the key to our success is our cross-jurisdictional
partnerships and getting all the relevant stakeholders to the table to work together on regional invasive species
management. As a non-profit organisation, we play a unique role in facilitating this, and I am happy to report that
our list of members, funding partners, collaborators, fee-for-service clients, and program participants continues to
grow. Thanks to everyone that has joined the extended SSISC team!
More than 30% of the sites we surveyed, and/or carried out control at this year were spread over more than one
jurisdiction, often times with multiple different landholders needing to be involved. It takes participation,
engagement, permission, and often funding from each of these landholders, to enable effective landscape-scale
invasive species management, and that is where I see SSISC’s true value. Our role as a facilitator of partnerships,
and our success in getting boots on the ground at so many cross-jurisdictional sites, really is our strength, and I am
proud of how our staff and board make it look like an easy task – let me assure you, it is not!
I feel very lucky to have such a hardworking, diligent and conscientious staff team and a supportive, skilled board
of directors that guides our direction.
You can read more about the details of what we got up to this year in this report, but some highlights include:
•

•
•
•

•

Drafting a Goldfish Management Plan for the Cheakamus Watershed (in partnership with the Pinecrest
Lake Stewardship Society and the Resort Municipality of Whistler), and applying for long-term funding to
implement the plan;
Working with the Squamish Lillooet Regional District and Resort Municipality of Whistler bylaw staff to
encourage landowners to control high priority invasive plants on their properties;
Hosting a fully-funded Education & Outreach summer student from the Simon Fraser University Academy
to Community program;
Employing 8 enthusiastic students and local youth, through
funding partnerships with Project Learning Tree Canada,
United Nations Association in Canada, ECO Canada, the
Whistler Community Foundation, and Canada Summer Jobs.
Attending the 2019 BC Regional Invasive Species
Organisations Annual meeting in the Fraser Valley;

Thanks everyone, and here’s to another great year ahead!

Clare Greenberg
Executive Director, Sea to Sky Invasive Species Council
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
INVASIVE PLANT FIELD PROGRAM
In 2019, we employed, trained and equipped three field crews to carry out inventory, control and monitoring of
invasive species during the 2019 summer (May – Oct). We were able to carry out both streams of our program:
1) Early Detection Rapid Response for high priority species
2) Inventory, Control and Monitoring Program for more established species
During the 2019 season:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We carried out inventory and control of aquatic invasive plants, with a focus on Yellow Flag Iris and Purple
Loosestrife:
o along the edges of Whistler’s lakes and rivers (Green Lake, Alta Lake, Nita Lake, Alpha Lake, and
the River of Golden Dreams);
o Squamish’s sloughs and water bodies (Cattermole Slough, Judd Slough, Wilson Slough, Dryden
Creek and Judd Floodplain), and the west side of the Squamish River; and
o Anderson Lake.
We surveyed and mapped 12 new
infestations of knotweed across the region.
We surveyed and controlled high priority
species on five Squamish Nation reserves
(Cheakamus, Stawamus, Kowtain,
Yekwaupsum and Waiwakum). We also
completed a full inventory of invasive plants
on the Cheakamus reserve lands, and
controlled medium priority species as well as
high priority plants.
We surveyed and controlled Flat Pea and
Broadleaved Peavine at 9 sites across the
region.
We surveyed and controlled Tansy Ragwort
at 8 sites across the region.
We surveyed and controlled Blueweed at 7 sites across the region.
We surveyed and controlled Spotted and Diffuse Knapweed at 18 sites South of Pemberton where these
species are not under active biocontrol.
We carried out inventory for high priority invasive plants at 6 gravel pits for MOTI (Brunswick, Devine,
Devine East, Mt Currie, Rutherford Creek & Rayonier).
We carried out inventory and control of Scotch Broom sites north of, and just south of, the containment
line at Brackendale.
We carried out inventory and control of Butterfly Bush along HWY 99, north and just south of the
containment line at Brackendale.
We carried out inventory for high priority species along FortisBC right of ways in the region.
We carried out targeted inventory for Spurge Laurel in the region, particularly in Lions Bay.
We continued to monitor the single occurrence of Scotch Thistle in Britannia Beach, a Regional EDRR
species found in only one area in the Sea to Sky region, and continue to communicate with the landowner
about removing the plants.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

We provided support and assistance to the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and
Rural Development and contractor for the control of Flowering Rush in Whistler.
We continued to have support and buy-in from private landowners, with 153 private landowners
approving invasive plant surveys and/or treatments on their properties.
We carried out inventory and control of Wild Parsnip, a Regional EDRR species found in only one area
(along Lillooet Lake Rd) in the Sea to Sky region.
We carried out inventory and control of high priority species at 4 Innergex Hydro projects (Ashlu,
Fitzsimmons, Miller and Rutherford Creek).
We carried out control of high priority species at the Eco Flow/Sea to Sky Energy Solutions, Skookum
Creek Power Project site.
We carried out control of high priority species along Squamish Lillooet Regional District owned lands
throughout the region, with a focus on lands in Furry Creek and Britannia.
We carried out inventory of high priority species along sections of Squamish Lillooet Regional District
maintained Friendship trail in Pemberton.
We carried out inventory and control of high priority species along Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure secondary roads in Squamish Valley and Pemberton.
We surveyed and controlled high
priority species in Lions Bay with a
focus on Japanese Knotweed, Giant
Hogweed, Yellow Flag Iris, Spurge
Laurel, Tansy Ragwort and Flat Pea.
We carried out inventory and control
of high priority species in 5 Provincial
Parks (Nairn Falls, Brandywine Falls,
Garibaldi, Alice Lake, and Porteau
Cove).
We monitored the movement of soil
at 2 construction sites in Squamish for
high priority invasive species. We are
happy to report that none were
found.
We continued to monitor and control
invasive plants at 8 existing sites
known to have soil contaminated with invasive plants.

In Summary, we:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carried out 1046 surveys of 70 different species at 616 sites, including 109 surveys at 55 new sites.
Surveyed and mapped a total of 5.6653 hectares of invasive plants. A total of 308 species sites (32.2% of
all existing sites) showed zero regrowth in 2019!
Inventoried 6261.88 hectares of land for high priority invasive plants.
Carried out 301 mechanical treatments at 220 sites, removing 0.3249 ha of invasive plants.
Carried out 265 chemical treatments at 156 sites, treating 1.2961 ha of invasive plants.
Carried out treatment monitoring at 56 sites and re-treated as necessary.
Recorded all data on iPads using SSISC’s cloud-based GIS system (ArcGIS Online & Collector App), and
uploaded site level invasive plant data to the provincial IAPP mapping application using the Batch upload
tool.
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Field Crew Photos
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INVASIVE ANIMALS FIELD PROGRAM
Zebra and Quagga Mussels:

‘

In 2019, we participated in the BC Mussel Defense Program coordinated by the Ministry of Environment and the
Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation.
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

We monitored 6 lakes in our region for
invasive zebra and quagga mussels.
We accessed the sites via docks or kayak.
We collected, preserved and shipped 16
samples from 2 lakes in the region
(Anderson Lake and Lillooet Lake). These
samples were used to detect the
presence of juvenile mussels.
We built 6 new invasive mussel substrate
samplers in 2019, and installed a total of
20 samplers on docks at 6 lakes in the
region (Anderson Lake, Birkenhead Lake,
Lillooet Lake, Green Lake, Lost Lake, and
Alta Lake). These samplers were used to
detect the presence of adult mussels.
We trained members of N’Quatqua Band
on how to install, check and maintain the
substrate samplers. Two of our samplers
SSISC Staff performing veliger sampling with a plankton net at
were provided to them to install on
Lillooet Lake.
private docks on Anderson Lake.
All 16 samples and 20 substrate samplers were negative for invasive zebra and quagga mussels. Note:
all lakes sampled in BC in 2019 were negative for invasive mussels - BC is still invasive mussel free.
We purchased new equipment, to replaced damaged equipment. These new items included 1 secchi disk
for measuring water turbidity and 2
new veliger nets.
•
Water quality data was collected
at all 6 lakes. This water quality data
will better inform where we should be
sampling and will be added to the
provincial database to improve future
risk assessments.
•
SSISC partnered and collaborated
with municipal and regional
governments, BC Parks, the Lil'wat First
Nation, the N'Quatqua First Nation,
private landowners, MOE, HCTF and
other regional groups doing the
sampling.
SSISC Staff checking substrate sampler for adult
Zebra and Quagga mussels at Birkenhead Lake.
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Goldfish
Unfortunately, invasive goldfish have now been confirmed to be present not only in Pinecrest Lake & Millars
Pond, but also in Alta Lake, Nita Lake and Alpha Lake.
Goldfish are very difficult to contain and control once they are well established in a watershed, so we responded
quickly to this news by working with the Pinecrest Lake Stewardship Society, the Resort Municipality of Whistler
and Cascade Environmental on a draft management plan for goldfish in the watershed, and sought input from
provincial government staff and goldfish experts.
It remains difficult to secure funding for on-the-ground invasive animal programs, as there is no dedicated
provincial government fund for this purpose. To try and address this gap, we submitted a 5-year funding
application for Invasive Goldfish Management in the Cheakamus Watershed to the Habitat Conservation Trust
Foundation in November 2019, and will be submitting a complementary application to EcoAction for the same
program in March 2020.
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MAPPING & DATA MANAGEMENT:
Invasive Plant Mapping
•

•

•

We continue to use and improve our cloud-based digital
data collection system (ArcGIS Online webmap +
Collector App) for invasive plant inventory, control and
monitoring. After 3 years of use and refinement, the
program has enabled SSISC to work more efficiently, to
collect better quality data, has enabled easier reporting
and more effective communication.
We continued to record site-scale detail of exactly
where the plants are at a site (see example map to the
right), in addition to the summary data that is entered
into the provincial mapping system (IAPP). This level of
detail is important for defining and planning work
orders, seeking permission and funding for crossjurisdictional sites, and avoiding pesticide free zones
and well buffers.
We updated 82 species distribution maps, including 6
species maps denoting containment lines (see example
below). We are in the process of publishing these maps
in factsheets and species profiles on our website.
We continued to share spatial data with public land
managers, private landowners, and other partners
and collaborators. The sharing of spatial data helps
to improve invasive plant management by
increasing awareness of current infestations and
reducing the spread of invasive via mowing /
transport of contaminated soil.
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Invasive Animal Mapping:
•

In 2019, we created an Invasive Animals
map for our cloud-based spatial data
collection system (ArcGIS Online
webmap + Collector App), which allowed
us to record data digitally, for our
invasive animal fieldwork, and to collect
and manage public and crew sightings of
invasive animals observed in the region.

Scheduling System:
•

•

•

In 2019, we continued to use the cloudbased, spatial schedule map, which
allows each staff member to have a
personalized, up to date, editable
schedule, that can be visualised as a
SSISC Staff mapping invasive plants with the digital collection system.
table or a map of sites, for each work
week.
Having schedule map layers to assign work to crews increases our efficiency, reduces the amount of time
spent on daily planning and logistics, and allows managers to see what has been completed and what is
still left to do, in real-time.
It also allows us to share, internally between staff members, important site-specific information about
access and safety, notification required, land owner contact info and site history – all of which help to run
a successful field program smoothly!

We continue to collaborate with other regional invasive species organisations across BC, including the Boundary
Invasive Species Society, the Central Kootenays Invasive Species Society, the Okanagan and Similkameen Invasive
Species Society, and the Lillooet Regional Invasive Species Society on development and improvements to our data
collection system – we’ve come along way since pen and paper!
We are also working with the BC MFLNRORD and the BC Inter-ministry Invasive Species Working Group, providing
feedback and input, through bi-weekly ‘Sprint Sessions’, on the development of the new provincial Invasive
Species database (intended to replace IAPP).
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EDUCATION & OUTREACH
In 2019, SSISC continued to work towards the goal of raising awareness about invasive species, their impacts and
management strategies. SSISC staff attended and/or hosted various events, workshops, training sessions and
presentations throughout the year, and provided over 2538 printed and electronic resources to community
members and partners through our programs, which are outlined below.

Invasive-free Certification Program
2019 marks the 9th year of SSISC’s Invasive-free Certification
program for Horticulture, Landscaping and Earthmoving
businesses.
We held 9 classroom style workshops in Squamish and
Whistler, where we provided each participant with printed
materials, and a USB key loaded with electronic resources.
Overall, 67 individuals and 16 companies/organizations
participated in the program (achieving either initial or recertification), bringing the total number of companies certified
since the program’s inception to 60.
In 2020, we plan to review, evaluate and improve the
Certification Program, with a view to possibly moving the
content online as a webinar and online quiz.

Yellow Flag Iris Patrol
We continued our Yellow Flag Iris Patrol education program for
ecotourism providers in 2019, contacting 21 eco-tourism
companies and outdoor schools in Whistler and Squamish,
inviting them to participate in the program. This year, we
expanded the program to include sailing schools.
We provided training to guides from Backroads Whistler and
Whistler Eco Tours. This involved SSISC staff giving a short
training session and teaching canoe and kayak guides and
instructors how to identify aquatic invasive species like Yellow
Flag Iris. Participants were provided with factsheets, ID booklets
and information on how to report sightings. We also provided
informational material to the Whistler Sailing Association.
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Community Weed Pulls
We hosted 10 community weed pulls (one in Lions Bay, six in Squamish, one in Pemberton, one in D’Arcy, three in
Whistler as well as the season-long “adopt-a-trail” program, also in Whistler) during the 2019 season, giving
community members the opportunity to lend a hand in the fight against invasive plants.
In Lions Bay, we hosted an educational activity as part of the Saplings Program, where we worked with a group of
children to remove English Ivy from the school grounds.
We also worked with the Saplings Program in Squamish,
where we held a discovery and weed pull activity with a
group of 3-4 year-olds at Coho Park. The group learned
about “forest aliens” and pulled Yellow Lamium.
We were able to forge two new partnerships in Squamish
in 2019, namely with the Squamish Scouts and Coast
Mountain Academy. We hosted weed pulls with several
groups from both organizations, removing Yellow Lamium
from Coho Park (Squamish Scouts) and English Ivy from the
Magee Rd. area.
We also worked with the Stewardship Pemberton Little
Saplings program for the first time; we visited their nature
camp for 3-4 year-olds in June and removed Orange
Hawkweed from the nearby trails.

Start them young! We carried out a weed pulling activity
with the Lions Bay Saplings after-school program, where we
removed English Ivy from the Lions Bay Elementary School
yard.

We are happy to report that we held our first community weed pull in the Birken area in 2019, where we invited
the public to join us in removing Common Burdock from Gates Lake Park. The uptake was unfortunately very low,
but we hope to strengthen our presence in that area of the Sea to Sky in the future.

Local businesses were very generous in their support for
Adopt-a-Trail

In Whistler, we worked with Spring Creek Elementary teachers
and held three educational activities and weed pulls, removing
Scentless Chamomile and Common Burdock from Bayly Park.
We held an activity at the AWARE Nature Camp and removed
Common Burdock from the Spruce Grove Field House area.
The Emerald Estates residents also invited us to be a part of
their annual Block party, which was held in June. As part of this
event, we went on a neighbourhood weed walk, answered the
residents’ questions and removed Common Burdock from local
trails, yards and ditches. Lastly, the Adopt-a-Trail was carried
out for the second year; 36 people from 15 parties signed up,
and 6 local companies donated prizes, for a total value of
$550.
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Plantwise
In 2019, SSISC continued to deliver the PlantWise message to gardeners and
plant sellers via social media and at outreach events throughout the summer.
We distributed 267 ‘Grow Me Instead’ printed brochures, and obtained
commitments from 3 local plant sellers or nurseries.
As in past years, the PlantWise material was incorporated into our
Certification Program. As such, the PlantWise website and app were
advertised to program participants (http://beplantwise.ca/).

Clean Drain Dry – Aquatic Hitchhikers Prevention Education Program
We continued to spread the word about aquatic hitchhikers and promote the ‘Clean Drain Dry’ message in 2019.
We visited boat ramps and recreation areas at 2 lakes in the Sea to Sky, namely Anderson Lake and Birkenhead
Lake, on summer weekend days that we expected would be busy. On site, we had an outreach booth and
educated water-based recreation users about the importance of cleaning, draining and drying their boats to
prevent the spread of aquatic invasive species. We distributed Clean Drain Dry rack cards and spoke directly to
people about the Clean Drain Dry program. Unfortunately, inclement weather at the times of the boat launch
visits meant that we were not able to interact with as many boaters and lake users as we had anticipated.

We developed and purchased a new sandwich board sign to spread the Clean Drain Dry message at events.
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Don’t Let It Loose
We were unable to spend significant time on the Don’t Let It Loose program in 2019. However, we did distribute
72 resources at events, and shared brochures with one pet store (they have a community board near the
entrance, so we left brochures for patrons to take).
The topic of pets and their release into the wild was also broached at the many youth-oriented activities and
weed pulls that we carried out in 2019.

Play Clean Go
In 2019, we continued to work with local mountain biking groups (WORCA, PORCA & SORCA) to share information
about Play Clean Go, and we held information booths at 2 local mountain bike races. In Squamish, we worked
with the District of Squamish and SORCA to develop signs that are now displayed at 5 Adventure Hubs.
We also collaborated with these associations and Whistler Blackcomb to develop and display Play Clean Go
messaging at key trailheads, targeting both mountain bikers and hikers/ trail runners.
Lastly, we were invited to present at the 2019 Mountain Bike Tourism Association Conference in Whistler, and
participated in a discussion about environmental stewardship for trail planners, builders and users.

Signs like this one are now displayed at the District of Squqmish's
Adventure Hubs and bike washes.

This sign was developed in collaboration with Whistler Blackcomb
to be displayed at select trailheads.
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News Media
We helped raise awareness about invasive species in the local
news media in 2019, writing, contributing to or being interviewed
for 18 local news articles. A list of our media mentions can be
viewed here: https://ssisc.ca/ssisc-in-the-news/

Example of a story published in Pique
Newsmagazine which SSISC contributed to.

Website & Social Media

We maintained an online presence, and further expanded online access to
invasive species information by regularly updating our website (ssisc.ca), and
posting to our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and You Tube profiles
throughout 2019.
In 2019, we posted 46 entries on our website blog, published 130 Facebook
posts which generated 36,186 impressions, and made 129 tweets, which
yielded a total of 55,965 impressions. The table below further illustrates the
growth of our social media platforms in 2019.

Number of
followers
% growth in 2019
Impressions

.

Facebook
674

Twitter
617

Instagram
450

16%

8%

44%

36,186

55,656

1217

Including pictures of the field crew and
presenting information about the team was part
of our social media strategy for 2019, in an effort
to humanize the organization.
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In 2019, we posted engaging information via social media channels, and planned the organization of our new
website content (to be completed in 2020). We also published new website content, such as a new Play Clean Go
page and several species profile pages for both plants and animals. Lastly, we developed and published short
social media post series about “Chewsday” (edible invasives) and “Digsmart” (soil mover outreach).

Example of a social media post that we published as part of Chewsday, our campaign about edible invasives.

Presentations, Workshops & Outreach Booths at Events
In addition to those programs listed above, we hosted a variety of other outreach booths, presentations and
workshops during 2019 to raise awareness and understanding of invasive species, their impacts, and options for
control. Some examples include:
•
•
•

•

•

Information booths at Squamish & Pemberton Farmer’s Markets, Friends of the Whistler Library Plant
Sale, Earth Day, Cheakamus Centre Open House, Whistler Children’s Festival
We worked with Seedy Saturday, and other seed swap event organisers to ensure that vendors seed lists
were invasive-free (see graphic on right)
Staff training for the Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW),
the District of Squamish (DOS), Miller Capilano and Sea to Sky
Soils staff members
Presentations to South Coast Conservation Program Gardening
Workshop, Squamish Trails Society, Lil’wat Nation and Realtors
groups;
Outdoor activities with children aged 3-15

At these events, and through our programs, we distributed 2538 printed
resources (e.g. Brochures, Booklets, ID guides, fact sheets, distribution
maps, caribiners, keyrings, kids activities, certification course materials,
stickers, truck decals & posters).
In total, we attended 25 events throughout the season, and reached
approximately 3070 people. We also distributed 8,710 electronic
resources on USB sticks.
One new audience that we targeted this year was realtors. We gave presentations to three realtor groups (two in
Squamish and one in Whistler) about invasive species’ identification and impact on real estate.
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Resource Development
Resource development was a big focus for the Education & Outreach team in 2019. The table below outlines the
various print and electronic information resources the team worked on during 2019:
Resources Developed:
Toxic plants brochure 1
Trailhead signage (Squamish,
Whistler)
‘DigSmart’ Infographic and
webpage targeting earth movers
and landscape supply
companies 2
Flowering times calendar
webpage and social media
campaign 3

Resources Published:
Squamish’s Most Wanted poster
series
Species-specific Factsheets (13)

Resources in Development:
ID and Management Guide
(new edition)
Species-specific Factsheets
(45 in draft, pending review)

“Chewsday” edible invasives
recipe card series, webpage and
social media campaign
‘Clean, Drain, Dry’ outreach
booth signage
European Green Crab posters for
divers
European Green Crab rack cards
“Invasive plants – do not
compost” stickers

Developed in 2018 but printed in 2019.
Website developed in 2018; social media campaign developed and implemented in 2019.
3
Developed in 2019, but scheduled for 2020.
1
2
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Interpretive Signage
During 2019 we purchased and used our new ‘Invasive Species Removal in
progress’ signs, and worked on developing new signage for Himalayan Balsam,
which we hope to install at sites in 2020.
We also worked with the Village of Lions Bay to design a Toxic Plants warning
sign for Giant Hogweed and Spurge Laurel, both of which are being controlled at
Kelvin Grove Park (see below).
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COORDINATION, CONSULTATION & ADMINISTRATION
In 2019, the SSISC worked to facilitate the flow of external information and provide a source of expertise on
invasive species; and to improve stakeholder communication, collaboration, coordination and information
sharing. We did this through the following events, programs and activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Implemented Year 4 of SSISC’s 5 yr Regional
Strategy and Operational Plan;
Published and sought input from stakeholders on
SSISC’s 2019 Annual Program Plan;
Held SSISC’s 2019 AGM & Land Manager Planning
Session in Whistler;
Reviewed and updated SSISC’s Regional Priority
Plant Species List
Started to develop an Invasive Animal List
(presence/absence only) for the Sea to Sky Region
(in progress);
Analyzed and communicated program results and
efficacy through mapping and data analysis;
Maintained and improved existing partnerships;
Sought out new partnerships and funding sources, applied for, and secured diverse funding (Please see
our list of Partners and Funders for 2019 here);
Continued to build on existing partnerships with Squamish, Lil’wat and N’Quatqua First Nations;
Participated in and collaborated with the BC Regional Invasive Species Organization (RISO) working
group, attending monthly calls and the annual BC RISO meeting in September;
Collaborated with and maintained membership with the Invasive Species Council of BC, specifically
partnering on changing behaviour programs
Collaborated and communicated with the BC Inter-Ministry Invasive Species Working Group on
initiatives including the Soils Working Group, and the development of a new provincial spatial database
for invasive species data;
Participated in the Whistler Non-Profit Network;
Participated and promoted BC Invasive Species Month in May;
Communicated with BC Government through meetings with MLA Sturdy;
We verified Report-a-weed sightings for the Province of BC, and provided on-ground support for the BC
provincial EDRR program, including assistance with treatment monitoring at the Flowering Rush site in
Whistler;
We worked with the BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure and Lil’wat Nation to treat the only
known Wild Parsnip infestation in the region;
We reviewed and updated our safety plan
Remained current on latest invasive species research and information: attending various webinars,
workshops and conferences (e.g. ISCMV Forums, BC Invasive Species Forum).
Began communications with Sea to Sky Soils and local governments about potentially reviewing the
region’s invasive plant disposal recommendations, due to invasive plants being included/allowed in the
green waste stream from other areas (e.g. West Vancouver), and being transported into the Sea to Sky
region for composting. This is ongoing.
Communicated news and information to membership (via quarterly e-Newsletters);
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

We managed a public and staff sightings database, receiving 167 sightings in 2019, with 77% of those
coming from SSISC staff, illustrating how dedicated they are to the job!
We managed, tagged and filed thousands of photos into our ever-growing photo database;
We continued to deliver services to communities throughout the region, through SSISC’s Local
Government Partnership Program, funded by the SLRD and local governments;
We responded to requests for advice and information from stakeholder and partners, and attended site
visit requests from developers, environmental consultants and local government staff;
We continued to work with and provide information and support to RMOW Environmental Stewardship
and Bylaw Services staff, by delivering educational letters to alert landowners about invasive species
observed or reported on their properties, and by providing site history for those properties requiring
bylaw notices;
We worked more closely with SLRD Bylaw staff in 2019, providing information and support to bylaw staff
for the delivery of bylaw notices to properties that had previously received SSISC educational letters. We
got a great response in most instances, with some sites that have been on our wishlist for many years,
finally being treated in 2019!
Held quarterly board meetings and recruited a fabulous new board member – Karlene Loudon from the
District of Squamish;
Held a board retreat in November to take a ‘pulse-check’ on our progress towards the goals set out in our
5 yr Regional Strategy, to review priorities and focus areas for 2020, and to finalise the list of policies to be
included in SSISC’s Policy Framework.
We employed a fantastic, enthusiastic staff team of 13 hard-working ‘Alienbusters’, and one amazing field
contractor to deliver our programs in 2019. With the level of funding we secured in 2019, we were able to
continue having both Field Program Co-Managers and the Outreach Coordinator positions employed yearround (part-time over the winter).
In total, we spent 12,388 staff person hours on invasive species management in the Sea to Sky Region
during 2019 (59% of those hours were spent on the Field Program, 28% were for Education & Outreach,
and 12% for Coordination, Consultation and Admin).
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Thanks to our funders!

Thanks also to our in-kind donors, program participants, collaborators and volunteers!
We look forward to working with you all in 2020 and beyond.
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PLANS FOR 2020
We plan to continue delivering our three program streams in 2020, with a focus on improving our invasive animals
programs and strategy, applying for and securing funds to address gaps in our program, and getting more
landowners and land mangers on-board. More information about our plans for 2020 can be found here:
https://ssisc.ca/resources/ssisc-regional-strategy/
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